The shape of the protein surface dictates what interactions are possible with other macromolecules, but defining discrete pockets or possible interaction sites remains difficult. First, there is the problem of defining the extent of the pocket. Second, one has to characterize the shape of each pocket. Third, one needs to make quantitative comparisons between pockets on different proteins. An elegant solution to these problems is to sort all surface and solvent points by travel depth and then collect a hierarchical tree of pockets. The connectivity of the tree is determined via the deepest saddle points between each pair of neighboring pockets. The resulting pocket surfaces tessellate the entire protein surface, producing a complete inventory of pockets. This method of identifying pockets also allows one to easily compute important shape metrics, including the problematic pocket volume, surface area, and mouth size. Pockets are also annotated with their lining residue lists and polarity and with other residue-based properties. Using this tree and the various shape metrics pockets can be merged, grouped, or filtered for further analysis. Since this method includes the entire surface, it guarantees that any pocket of interest will be found among the output pockets, unlike all previous methods of pocket identification. The resulting hierarchy of pockets is easy to visualize and aids users in higher level analysis. Comparison of pockets is done by using the shape metrics, avoiding the complex shape alignment problem. Example applications show that the method facilitates pocket comparison along mutational or time-dependent series. Pockets from families of proteins can be examined using multiple pocket tree alignments to see how ligand binding sites or how other pockets have changed with evolution. Our method is called CLIPPERS for complete liberal inventory of protein pockets elucidating and reporting on shape.
INTRODUCTION
The shape and the properties of the protein surface determine what interactions are possible with ligands and other macromolecules. Pockets are an important, yet ambiguous, feature of this surface. For example, the first pass in screening for lead compounds and drug-like molecules is usually a filter based on the shape of the binding pocket, 1 and shape plays a role in many computational pharmacological methods as reviewed by Kortagere et al. 2 A study of drug-binding pockets found that most features important to predicting drug binding were related to the size and the shape of the binding pocket, with the chemical properties of secondary importance. 3 The surface shape is also important for interactions between protein and water. This depends, for instance, on how wide or narrow the pocket or how deep or shallow the pocket, as reviewed by Levitt and Park. 4 However, defining discrete pockets or possible interaction sites remains difficult despite many studies, for example, see the review of Campbell et al. 5 Compounding the problem is that the shape and the location of nearby pockets can affect promiscuity and binding site diversity. 6 The primary difficulty is in defining the border of a pocket, as most pockets are open to solvent. Those closed to solvent, we refer to as buried cavities. Buried cavities are more straightforward to locate as they have a well-defined extent, area, and volume. In contrast, the border of an open pocket defines its mouth, and it provides the cutoff for determination of the surface area and volume. The border definition problem for open pockets has been discussed before as a 'can-of-worms' problem. 7 Even defining the pocket as a set of residues does not define the volume or the mouth of the pocket.
Several very different solutions and, therefore, pocket definitions have been proposed. These include fattening the atoms to close off pockets 7 and defining pockets as clustered sets of spheres [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] by using discrete flow analysis on R-shapes, 16 by using a larger probe radius to construct a surface or R-shape that acts as the pocket mouth, 3, 17, 18 by examining clusters of lines through solvent, 19, 20 by defining pockets of interest to only fall in a narrow range of surface areas and shapes and then by generating multiple overlapping pockets covering the protein surface for evaluation. 21 Other methods focus only indirectly on shape, for instance, by examining pockets predicted by evolution 22 or by protein motion changes upon binding. 23 Various combinations of these methods are also employed, 24, 25 including methods that find regions where certain combinations of features are clustered or combined within a statistical framework. 26, 27 A common problem with any specific definition of a pocket or any method for finding a small number of nonoverlapping pockets on a protein is that they may miss the actual pocket of biological interest. For example, defining pockets to be bottlenecks (a narrowed region of the pocket that defines the mouth), as several methods do, will miss nonbottleneck pockets, such as clefts, entirely. Other methods and definitions can also miss certain types of pockets or need parameter adjustment to capture relevant pockets.
We present here an alternative definition of pockets, one general enough to create what we call a complete inventory of pockets. In this inventory, the entire surface is tessellated into protein pocket regions, each pocket being organized into a hierarchical tree of subpockets. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 1 and is described in detail in the Methods Section. If a protein had a molecular surface which was convex everywhere, then this surface would be identical to what is known as its convex hull. 28 Clearly such a protein would have no pockets, however relaxed the definition. However, a real protein's molecular surface is not identical to its convex hull; it lies within the latter surface at many points ( Figure  1a ). Thus, in seeking pockets, our attention is directed to both the molecular surface that lies within the convex hull and the solvent accessible volume that lies between the two surfaces (the intermediate volume). It is in this combined surface/volume region that every protein pocket must lie. The foundation for inventorying the pockets is travel depth. 29 Travel depth is an efficient way to determine the shortest distance, traveling only through solvent, from any point on the molecular surface point or in the intermediate volume to the convex hull. This distance provides the basis for the inventorying step.
In addition to presenting a new definition of pockets, a new way of comparing pockets is described. Most algorithms for comparing two binding sites assume the binding site is known or locate it solely based on proximity to a ligand in the cocrystal structure. After that, most algorithms use spatial information to come up with a motif of various chemical properties and their arrangements in space and rely on some alignment or geometric hashing technique to compare binding sites based on these structural motifs. 25, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Motif definitions can involve hydrogen-bond donors or acceptors, residues, or atom types based on residues or can involve the complete set of docked substrates. 43 Here, we present a new method of comparison of pockets based solely on the shape features.
We first describe the use of travel depth to create a complete inventory of protein pockets, including construction of the complete tree of protein pockets, then we describe the computation of various pocket metrics and a way to quantitatively compare pockets. We then show various applications of the methods, including the display of pockets and visualization of pocket properties, the analysis of pockets along mutational and time series of structures, and the clustering of pockets from different members of evolutionarily related protein families.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Computation of Travel Depth. This work builds on the concept of travel depth, first used to analyze surfaces and ligand binding sites, 29 with subsequent speed and algorithm improvements. 44 The travel depth algorithm computes the shortest molecule interior-avoiding paths from all surface points to the convex hull of a given macromolecule. The algorithm also computes the travel depth of points in the intermediate volume between the molecular surface and the convex hull. Additionally, the algorithm puts the surface and volume grid points in a graph structure with the distances between each point as the edge lengths between adjacent nodes, which aids in later steps. The outline of the algorithm is as follows: Starting with the atomic coordinates, the molecular surface 45 is generated using a 1.2 Å solvent probe radius. The convex hull of this surface is generated using the Qhull algorithm. 28 These surfaces are mapped onto an appropriately scaled cubic grid, and all grid points are assigned either to the interior of the molecular surface, to the outside the convex hull, or to between the two surfaces. The travel depth of all molecular surface and intermediate volume grid points is computed as described previously, using the multiple-source shortest paths algorithm, 46 avoiding the interior points. We extend the original travel depth algorithm here to include a definition of travel depth for buried cavities. Previously, these cavities were removed completely, which made analyzing ligands inside them impossible. The extension to buried cavities is done by adding one 'virtual' edge per cavity to connect it to the exterior molecular surface. This edge connects the closest cavity and the exterior surface points. The length of this edge defines the burial depth of that cavity. 47 After adding a virtual connecting edge to each buried cavity, the travel depth algorithm is applied as described above. Due to these connecting edges, travel depth values are now propagated to all buried cavity surface points and to their enclosed volume grid points.
The rationale for defining the burial depth of a cavity by the shortest distance to the main surface is that this route would require the least amount of protein motion to open the cavity to bulk solvent. Of course, the protein may open by a different route, and if experimental or simulation data were available, a more accurate burial depth estimate could be made. Nevertheless, the closest distance connection is a useful device to seamlessly include cavities in the analysis of pockets.
Pocket Inventory. The goal of this step of the algorithm is to enumerate all pockets by analyzing all regions of the molecular surface that lie below the convex hull. By enumerating all pockets over the entire protein surface, we produce an unbiased collection, rather than focusing a priori on a subset of possible pockets.
The inventory algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, all surface and intermediate volume grid points with a defined travel depth are put into a list, and that list is sorted so the deepest points are first. Ties are broken randomly, but the sorted order is kept fixed throughout the algorithm. To keep track of pockets, a union-find data structure P, is initialized. 48, 49 P is essentially a list of lists, each sublist containing the surface and volume points belonging to a single pocket, P j . Also, a tree data structure T, whose nodes will be pockets, is initialized.
In the second phase of the algorithm, each point in the sorted list is examined, in turn, starting with the point with the greatest travel depth. For each point, i, there are three possible cases:
The point i has no neighbors already in P. In this case, a new pocket P j is added to P, the point i is added to P j 's list of points, and a new leaf node P j added to the tree T. The depth of point i will be the maximum depth of the new pocket.
The point i has neighbor(s) in only one pocket of P, P k . The point is added to P k 's list of points (iii) The point i has neighbors in two or more pockets in P, say pockets P j , ..., P k . The point i and the point lists of all subpockets P j , ..., P k are added into the point list of a new pocket P l . The pocket P l is added as a new node in T, and the existing subpockets' nodes P j , ..., P k are indexed as descendents of P l . The depth of point i will be simultaneously the minimum depth of all the pockets P j , ..., P k and the height of the deepest saddle point connecting these subpockets.
In summary, in this phase of the algorithm there are three possible operations: (i) finding a new pocket, (ii) adding to an existing pocket, and (iii) merging pockets. An example of each kind of point is shown in Figure 1 as stars on points representing each case by color: (i) yellow, (ii) cyan, and (iii) magenta.
Once all points have been examined, the points in all the top level pockets of T are unioned into a final mother of all pockets, which forms the root of T. This pocket contains all parts of the molecular surface that lie within the convex hull and the entire intermediate volume.
The result of the algorithm is, therefore, a complete tree of pockets, T. Each node of T is a pocket, and each pocket contains all the volume and surface points of each of its descendent pockets, plus points specific to itself, i.e., the smaller pockets are nested inside the larger pockets. Every molecular surface and intermediate volume point has been assigned to a pocket and, hence, to all antecedents of that pocket. Each saddle point has been assigned to two or more pockets and to the resulting merged pocket. Each leaf node of this tree represents a pocket containing a single local maximum in travel depth, i.e., a simple pocket. As we ascend the tree, the pockets become increasingly larger and more complex, with multiple local maxima in depth (subpockets), i.e., they are compound pockets. The mouth or mouths of a given pocket are defined as the union of surface and volume points belonging to that pocket, which are on its boundary, i.e., that have at least one neighbor that is not in that pocket.
Each pocket has other associated shape-, physical-, and protein-related properties, as described in the Pocket Collation Section.
Pocket Collation. To facilitate collating, filtering, comparing, and clustering of pockets, various features or metrics of each pocket are computed.
First are the global geometric features: volume, surface area, and principal axis dimensions. Second are the mouth geometric features: number of mouths, mouth area(s), and largest mouth linear dimension(s). Third are residue-based properties: lists of residues lining the entire pocket and the mouth. Fourth are physicochemical properties: including surface area of positively and negatively charged or neutral (apolar) atoms. Fifth are secondary surface properties: mean and mean absolute curvature (roughness). The sixth set of properties, unique to this work, are travel depth related: height (maximum -minimum travel depth), mean height (mean -minimum travel depth), and absolute maximum travel depth.
Curvatures are computed by analyzing the angle between adjacent triangles of the surface, and these are mapped from edges to points by weighting according to the length of the edge. This gives local curvatures not regional curvatures, as computed by other methods. 50 The mouth linear dimension and the pocket dimensions are computed by finding the principal components 51 of the mouth or pocket points and then by measuring the distance along each dimension. The pocket principal dimensions could be considered similar to finding the global fit of a ellipsoid, through all pocket surface points, to judge how open the pocket is, similar to previous work that fit spheres. 50, 52 Partial charges are assigned using the PARSE parameter set, 53 using a cutoff of -0.45 and 0.45 to determine polarity of lining atoms.
These pocket properties are principally designed for quantitative comparison of pockets, as described in the Pocket Comparison Section. We note that these features could also be used to automate the qualitative classification into pocket types, i.e., bottlenecks, clefts, tunnels, etc., based on ratios of appropriate metrics, although we do not pursue that application here.
Another use for these metrics is to identify biological activity associated with various pockets. This would include assessing the likelihood if the pocket is an active site or if the pocket is druggable. This application will be pursued in future work.
Pocket Comparison. To compare the shape of two pockets using either the actual surfaces or the lining residue positions requires, first, that the surface points or the residue atoms of the two pockets be put into a 1-1 correspondence (aligned). The two objects are then overlaid using rigid-body superposition, to yield the minimum root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) for that set of pair alignments. Since it may not be a priori evident which parts of each pocket correspond with the other, especially in pure shape matching, many alternate alignments may have to be considered until the global minimum rmsd is found. An alternative is to examine motifs of lining atoms or residues, which may generate thousands of descriptors which have to be matched. Thus, pocket shape comparison using positional alignment or indirect lining residue information is fraught with difficulty. In this work, each pocket is described by a modest number of shape descriptors, and our goal is to use these descriptors to quantitatively compare pockets, avoiding the aforementioned alignment problem.
Since the numerical range and unit of each descriptor differ widely, we first express them in dimensionless, normalized units using the information contained in the pocket tree(s), as follows. For the protein or set of proteins of interest and their resulting pocket trees, we first select all the relevant shape descriptors for the particular application. The mean and standard deviation of each descriptor is calculated over all these trees. Each descriptor for the two pockets to be compared is turned into a Z-score by subtracting the mean (for that descriptor) and dividing by the standard deviation (again for that descriptor). Each pocket now has an n-dimensional vector of Z-scores, where n is the number of descriptors. The rectilinear, or 'Manhattan' distance in shape space between two pockets P i and P j is defined as where Z i m is the Z-score of the mth descriptor of the pocket i. The default set of descriptors used for shape comparison in this work are: volume, surface area, height, mean height and curvature, principal dimensions, number of mouths, mean mouth area and mouth longest dimension.
Use of Z-scores removes differences in both numerical range and units for each descriptor and gives each descriptor equal weight in the final analysis. So, for example, a difference in surface area equal to 1 standard deviation over the set of all pockets is the same as a difference in 1 standard deviation in volume. This method of pocket shape comparison requires no alignment and, hence, is extremely rapid. It does, however, use the descriptors as a proxy for full shape comparison. False negative-type errors are demonstrably small: If two pockets are significantly different in a single descriptor, say volume or height, then they really must be different. Conversely, if two pockets are similar in all descriptors, and the descriptors are well chosen to represent nonredundant aspects of shape, then it is highly likely that they truly are similar in shape and size. However, it does not preclude the possibility that the pockets differ in some aspect of shape that is not measured by the descriptors, so false positive-type errors are possible. Using visual examination of many dozens of pairs of matched pockets, we found no egregious examples of this error, so we judge it uncommon enough to consider this method of shape comparison robust.
To estimate the descriptor means and the standard deviations to compute Z-scores, we use the population of pockets for the protein or the protein trees under comparison. An alternative approach to this internal standard would be means and standard deviations calculated from a suitable 'standard set' of protein structures. This choice of reference will likely have little effect as the means and the standard deviations of the many shape descriptors across several of our data sets were found to be very similar.
Selecting Unique Pockets. For various applications, it is useful to have a measure of pocket uniqueness. This was calculated by comparing each pocket in a given tree to all other pockets in that tree that did not have any lining atoms in common. The distances between the pocket of interest P j and all m nonoverlapping pockets P i are computed, and the uniqueness score of P j is defined as the mean of the reciprocal distances. Unique pockets will have a low value of redundancy, R, since there will be no pockets close in shape space. Conversely, pocket types seen frequently (like small dimples occurring between two or three neighboring nonbonded atoms) will have a high value of R. The uniqueness score allows one to filter out 'uninteresting pockets' to focus on ones that have a unique shape and that are, therefore, more likely to support specific ligand binding.
The uniqueness score is most useful for pockets lower on the pocket tree, where there are many nonoverlapping pockets to compare. Pockets very high up on the pocket tree contain large amounts of surface, and there will be few, perhaps no pockets, without any atom overlap. These would correctly get low uniqueness scores, but only because the sample size is small. For this reason, in most applications, one would only use a uniqueness score combined with some suitable upper volume bound.
The uniqueness filter step in our algorithm takes the place of filtering strategies or parameter variation employed by other methods to generate only the most interesting pockets or those likely to be active sites. The difference is that here all pockets of interest are already contained in the complete pocket tree, so if a particular filtering step does not pick out the required pockets, then one can re-examine the complete list.
Clustering and Ordering Pockets. With a well-defined pocket-pocket distance in shape space, it is straightforward to cluster trees of pockets using standard clustering algorithms. To get useful clustering, however, we add the uniqueness score R as a penalty into the distance formula. This penalizes common, uninteresting pockets, such as dimples, which would otherwise dominate the clustering. The term in the penalty function used for clustering, due to a pocket pair A-B is where D AB is the rectilinear distance in shape space between pockets A and B, and R A and R B are the two pockets' uniqueness scores. In clustering whole trees, we also exclude pockets with volume less than 25 Å 3 . These are too small to be of any relevance. Pockets larger than 2000 Å 3 are also not clustered explicitly, since they are invariably compound pockets that consist of multiple subpockets, which are already included individually in the clustering operation. An upper cutoff is used primarily to avoid clustering the largest pockets that are near the root of the tree and that represent most of the intermediate volume. For the protein families examined, 2000 Å 3 seemed to be a reasonable upper limit, though this parameter can be increased if the ligand is known to be very large.
For applications involving transitions along a single dimension (like a transition pathway or molecular dynamics run), we found it useful to create minimum-spanning "lines". These are similar to minimum-spanning trees 49, 54 except the
maximum degree of any node is 2, so when the minimumspanning line is fully constructed, it gives a connected series from one end to another, each end being defined as having degree one. This is an approximation to the Traveling salesman problem, 49 where the best solution is one that minimizes the total pocket-pocket distance, while visiting each pocket exactly once.
Output files are created that can be used to visualize the clusters or the minimum-spanning trees in the graph drawing software packages GraphViz 55, 56 and aiSee. 57 The aiSee version is annotated with snippets of code that can be used to quickly display the pockets of interest in PyMOL, 58 a common operation. Nodes can be colored according to which tree they belong to or according to the amount of residue overlap (ignoring ordering) of each pocket to all adjoining pockets.
Additionally, heatmaps of the pocket-pocket distance matrix can be created, which are useful for looking at the variation between sets of pockets of interest or among pockets from a single tree.
Pocket Selection. Once an entire tree of pockets has been collated, a common task will be to examine a pocket of interest. This can be done interactively with PyMOL, 58 using our customized scripts. The tree can be followed up or down the branches to look at progressively larger or smaller pockets.
Another common task is to select a pocket, or pockets, based on a set of residues of interest. This is done most simply by computing a Tanimoto-type overlap score; the size of the intersection of the list of residues of interest with the list of pocket lining residues, divided by the size of the union of the same two lists. Perfect overlap gives a score of 1, no overlap gives 0. The pocket that maximizes the Tanimoto overlap score, T, is then picked. This part of the procedure is automated. The user can then use this pocket as a good starting point for an interactive search of related pockets up and down the tree, using PyMOL to refine the pocket selection for a specific application.
A more advanced pocket selection routine for a series of closely related pocket trees involves the following procedure. One initial pocket is selected from each tree based on the residue overlap, using the Tanimoto-type score. All pocketpocket distances for this pocket set are computed. The pocket with the greatest mean distance to all other pockets is removed, and all other pockets from the same tree with at least 0.5 in overlap to the removed pocket are examined to see which has the lowest mean distance to the other pockets remaining in the set. The one with the lowest mean distance is added to the set, so there remains one pocket from each tree. This swapping operation is done iteratively until the pockets remain the same even after examining all pockets in descending order of mean pocket distance. The swapping optimization potentially involves a large number of steps, so as a failsafe, the procedure is terminated if a large cutoff number of swaps is reached, though this cutoff was not reached in our experiments. The swapping optimization leads to a consistent set of pockets along a transition pathway or a mutational series so the differences can be analyzed with minimal bias from the initial residue overlap selection step. We refer to this method of pocket selection as refined Taminoto.
The overall workflow used in a CLIPPERS analysis of one of more proteins is as follows:
Generation of pocket trees i. Preparation of PDB file, removal of solvent entries ii. Generation of triangulated molecular surface (MS) using specified probe radius iii. Calculation of travel depth for each point on MS iv. Construction of pocket tree using travel depth v. Calculation of pocket metrics, and annotation with lining atoms II. Display in PyMol i. Display of depth coded MS ii. Visual navigation up or down tree using Python interface module III. Clustering of pocket trees using aiSee i. Generation of cluster diagram and display of tree in aiSee ii. Selection of nodes from aiSee to display in PyMOL Code for the pocket finding program, named CLIPPERS, is available at http://crystal.med.upenn.edu/.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now present various applications of the CLIPPERS program for finding and analyzing pockets. As part of this, we include several important objective tests of CLIPPERS. First, we claim to generate pockets for every portion of the surface, and therefore, at least one pocket for any given bound ligand should exist. This is tested on a diverse set of structures with bound ligands, where the resulting pocket trees are searched for pockets that have a high Tanimoto score between the residues lining the pocket and the residues near each ligand.
Second, given a series of structural snapshots of a protein undergoing a transition between two very different conformations, one should be able to follow an evolving pocket through this transition pathway. More specifically, if the pocket shape distance measure is robust, then distances between pockets in structures that are neighbors should be smaller than those between non-neighbors. In other words, a complete reconstruction of the pocket ordering through the transition pathway should be possible from just the pocketpocket distance matrix. This is tested in the Adenylate Kinase Transition Pathway Section.
Finally, the ability to distinguish between pockets associated with less dramatic conformational change, such as those in protein tyrosine phosphatase 1b (ptp1b), can be tested by comparing the pocket-pocket distances between and within different conformations.
Comparison of Binding Site Location In SURFNET, CAST, and CLIPPERS. As a comparison to two other widely used approaches to finding pockets, we analyze a data set of 67 monomeric proteins with diverse enzymatic activity, originally compiled and analyzed using SURFNET. 10 SURFNET identifies all active sites at least partially, but we note that the algorithm has several parameters that were adjusted to get this recognition. This same data set was also used to test against CAST, though only 51 of the structures were used. 16 Fourteen structures were excluded since CAST could not analyze the known binding site, since the discrete flow method could not find the pocket. Two other structures were eliminated in the original CAST work since they had been superseded in the PDB. We use the newer versions of these two structures here.
These 67 monomers were downloaded from the PDB. 59 Waters were removed and ligands were separated for later analysis. Some complexes contained multiple ligands bound in spatially separated sites. These were split by clustering, using a 5 Å cutoff, resulting in 92 individual binding sites in these 67 structures. To correctly identify the ligand, special attention was paid to including nonstandard residues with the protein and to identify peptide ligands correctly. Radii were assigned to the atoms using the radius set of Bondi, 60 which is a standard set in the area of macromolecular analysis. SURFNET does not use an explicit probe sphere to construct the surface it uses. However, CAST does use a solvent probe sphere, of radius 1.4 Å. For CLIPPERS, we used a probe radius of 1.2 Å, as previously described. 44 The choice of 1.2 Å instead of the more common 1.4 Å is for two reasons. First, using the surface construction algorithm and the set of radii with the water sized probe radius of 1.4 Å, we find heavy atoms from ligands quite often penetrate the surface. When a radius of 1.2 Å is used, these heavy atoms are correctly placed outside the surface. Second, using a probe radius of 1.2 Å allows the algorithm to define pockets for the smaller ions such as Mg 2+ , which would otherwise be missed. Since the three methods have different methods of surface generation and different radii sets, the surfaces will differ somewhat leading to minor differences in volumes and in surface areas. This may contribute to differences in results, although the major effect is the method of pocket finding. In collecting pockets, a lower bound volume cutoff of 25 Å 3 was used in CLIPPERS, since this represents the volume of a typical heavy atom. This is the smallest pocket that could be considered relevant to molecular recognition, as one ion, water, or other heavy atom could fit into a dimple of that size. Since some structures had ligands in buried cavities, we included these cavities while computing the pockets, as described in the Methods Section. We note that several of these 67 structures have ligands binding in the nonphysiological active site, and some of the active site ligands are much smaller than the actual substrate, as in PDB code 1PII, 61 which contains phosphates and not the entire substrate and as in 1ONC, 62 which contains a sulfate in the active site of an RNase, so while these are valid ligands for the test, they do not reflect accurately the physiological ligand.
Considering, first, the success rate in finding ligand binding pockets, the mean number of pockets per protein generated by CLIPPERS for this data set of 67 proteins is 431 ( 161. Thus, a large number of possible pockets are found covering the entire surface. To score these pockets, the set of residues within a cutoff of 5 Å from any ligand atom is generated, and then the Tanimoto overlap score of this residue set with the lining residues of all the CLIPPERS pockets is computed. For all 92 ligands, at least one pocket is generated with a significant Tanimoto overlap, indicating 100% success in generating the binding pocket. Selecting the most overlapped pocket for each ligand, the mean Tanimoto overlap score over the 92 sites was 0.5 ( 0.2, even though the set contained very exposed sites or sites that bound very small ligands, like sulfate or phosphate. In other words, using CLIPPERS, there are enough pocket candidates generated that one finds, on average, a pocket that overlaps at least 50%, as identified by proximity to the ligand. This is in contrast to CAST, which fails completely in 14 cases to define the ligand binding pocket, since the discrete flow method cannot find pockets without bottleneck mouths. In examining all 92 pockets found for these ligands, we note that most cases of a low Tanimoto overlap are with ligands that are bound to a very shallow pocket near the convex hull of the protein.
The pockets near such ligands tend to be less 'pocket' like. The Tanimoto overlap score can be less than 1 if the pocket is either too small or too large. One example is shown in Figure 2 . The middle panel on the bottom row has a pocket far larger than one would expect, with a Tanimoto score of 0.25. Despite this poor overlap, CLIPPERS outperforms CAST, which cannot find this ligand at all. To stress the point, this analysis was on an independent data set first used in the SURFNET analysis, and the methodology was not trained on this data at all and given the caveats about some of the ligands in certain structures mentioned earlier, a mean Tanimoto score of 0.5 is good.
CAST also fails on the ligand in the upper right panel of Figure 2 , which CLIPPERS finds easily. Interesting cases where T , 1 because the pockets are too large are shown in the upper middle and the lower right panels of Figure 2 . Low Tanimoto scores for this reason are not necessarily bad; these pockets contain additional volume that could guide the design by medicinal chemists of more specific or higher affinity ligands by indicating areas where functional groups can be added. More generally, once having identified a ligand binding pocket, nearby pockets may be a good target for fragment-based drug design [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] or for interaction sites for added groups. Since CLIPPERS inventories all the pockets and places them in a tree, it facilitates such an approach. For example, one may easily search for 'siblings' pockets in the tree; ones which are joined by the lowest barriers forming natural routes across which the fragments would be joined. While CAST and SURFNET can sometimes identify these nearby pockets, only CLIPPERS identifies all such pockets and the saddle points joining them.
Comparing now the number, shape, and size of pockets generated by the different methods, CAST typically generates tens of pockets per protein and SURFNET generates more, typically a hundred or so. CLIPPERS generates considerably more candidate pockets, usually several hundred per protein, and due to the hierarchical and inclusive way they are generated, smaller pockets are nested inside larger pockets, all the way down to the smallest dimple. Neither CAST nor SURFNET generates overlapping or nested pockets. Both methods also prune the number of possible pockets to focus on ones that hopefully include the site of interest. In SURFNET, this is done by adjusting the parameters used in the sphere clustering method. In CAST, this is done using the discrete flow technique to join the tetrahedra and to decide where pocket mouths lie. However, in each method, the number of pockets is well correlated with the protein volume, shown for CLIPPERS in Figure 3a . In the SURFNET study, only the volume of the biggest and the second biggest clefts were compared to the protein volume. As another comparison to CAST, we show that the pocket areas and volumes correlate linearly with the total protein area and volume, respectively, as shown in Figure 3b and c.
Analyzing the 92 ligand binding pockets further, we find, as does CAST, that there is no correlation of protein size with binding site pocket size, as measured either by volume or surface area (Figures 4a and b) . The mean of various statistics of these 92 pockets is as follows: volume: 530 Å , and the mean mouth longest dimension is 14.5 Å. The relationship between the mouth number and the pocket volume is shown in Figure 4c , as in CAST, there is a slight correlation with mouth number and volume. The relationship between mouth diameter and mouth area is shown in Figure 4d , a line representing a perfect circle is shown for reference. Most mouths show some deviation from this, many mouths tend to be longer in one dimension than would be expected of perfectly circular mouths, since our mouths are not constrained to be bottlenecks, as in CAST. This makes sense as mouths of grooves or clefts would, by nature, be very elongated. The mouth diameter is measured from point to point and not necessarily along the travel depth isosurface representing the mouth. This explains the few mouths with diameters smaller than possible for twodimensional circles.
As an additional analysis, a subset of the ligands were taken in the molecular mass range of drug-like molecules (150-500 Da), 70, 71 Of the 92 ligands, 43 of them met this criteria. These are shown in each panel of Figure 4 as a subset of the complete set of pockets, there are very few additional trends. The binding site pockets for drug-like ligands appear slightly smaller than that of the general ligands, and they almost always have one mouth (one ligand was in a cavity, one was in a pocket with two mouths).
A major feature of the CLIPPERS program is improved visualization of pockets with PyMOL, 58 using customized python scripts. Once the pockets have been inventoried and the resulting pocket data file loaded, each pocket surface can be displayed and colored individually. Several examples are shown in a montage in Figure 2 . The default coloring is by travel depth but other coloring schemes include pocket size, curvature, electrostatic potential, and polarity. Another feature of CLIPPERS is that the lining atoms can be easily highlighted.
Adenylate Kinase Transition Pathway. Adenylate kinase undergoes a significant conformational transition between the open inactive form PDB code 4AKE 72 and the closed active form PDB code 1AKE. 73 This transition has been modeled by examining various crystal structures in the end points and in the middle of the transition pathway [74] [75] [76] or by more extensive experiments. 77, 78 We generated a full transition from the closed to open forms using Climber, a morphing method that takes into account the energy of each structure when determining the step size to the next structure. 79 Along the pathway, 82 structures were generated and analyzed. The purpose of generating this transition pathway was two-fold. First, to show how CLIPPERS can be used to track and to examine pocket shape changes due to conformational changes. Second, to test the objectivity of the pocket-pocket distance function. Adjacent pockets in the pathway should have smaller separations in shape space than those of pockets further apart in the transition pathway. We do not claim that the intermediate conformations that are generated follow the actual transition pathway nor that the intermediate pocket shapes accurately represent the active site pockets during the transition. We only required a smoothly varying, ordered set of conformations to check the pocket-pocket distance metric.
To select the initial CLIPPER pocket series, a set of 41 lining residues around the active site pocket was chosen, based on the bound ATP-mimetic inhibitor, and the iterative Tanimoto overlap/swapping procedure, described in Methods Section, was used to pick a single pocket from each of the 82 structures. The resulting pairwise distance matrix was computed for this set of 82 pockets. We then used just this distance matrix, without reference to the known conformational sequence, to construct the minimum-spanning lines of these pockets, i.e., the pocket sequence that minimized the total neighbor-neighbor distance. We then compared this reconstructed sequence with the actual sequence through the transition pathway.
We varied the descriptors included in the distance function and the distance metric (Manhattan or Euclidean) to determine which gave us the best reconstructed pathway. The Manhattan metric provided the best results, along with the following 11 descriptors: (i) surface area, (ii) volume, (iii) height, (iv) mean curvature, (v) mouths, (vi) longest dimension, (vii) middle dimension, (viii) short dimension, (ix) area of biggest mouth, (x) diameter of biggest mouth, and (xi) mean height. The reconstructed ordering of the minimumspanning line had a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.999 with the actual ordering, indicating almost perfect ordering. This is excellent considering the degree of similarity of many pockets to each other in the open form. The 11 descriptors and the Manhattan metric were used for all further pocket-pocket distance comparisons.
Using the refined Tanimoto pocket selection criteria, that involves iterative swapping of pockets that have good residue overlap, led to a transition pathway of pockets that was visually smooth and plausible (see the Supporting Information). With this sequence, many useful pocket properties can now be tracked smoothly throughout the entire transition pathway, as shown in Figure 5 .
The heatmap of the matrix of pocket-pocket distances across the entire transition pathway was computed ( Figure  6 ). This representation confirms that adjacent pockets (near the diagonal) have low distances and that pockets far away in the pathway have high distances. One interesting observation is that the open pockets are more similar to each other than to the closed and intermediate pockets, indicating that for a given overall structural change, the pocket shape change goes through an obvious transition where most of the shape measures are changing rapidly. This transition of the pocket happens quickly upon moving from the closed toward the open form. The detection and identification of this transition of the active site pocket, as opposed to the entire structure, could not be done with previous methods. Results obtained with another transition pathway generation method based on normal modes were similar.
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Enzyme Pocket Shape. To test the ability of our shape comparison to discern differences between active site pockets of proteins, we used a benchmark data set used to train a geometric hashing comparison algorithm based on atoms in the active site. 35 This data set contains 79 proteins from 13 diverse protein families. Although the activity and enzyme classification of these proteins within a family are identical, it is not necessarily true that binding pocket shapes within one class will be similar. In the original study describing this data set, it was possible to cluster these binding sites into the correct classifications, but knowledge of the binding location was used. In contrast, in the test here of CLIPPERS, no prior information about the binding site was used in the clustering. Instead, each family was examined, in turn, to see if pocket shapes cluster together. Then these clusters were examined to see if they corresponded to the ligand binding sites.
First, protein structures were downloaded, waters and ligands removed, and nonstandard amino acids preserved. Then CLIPPERS was run on each protein to inventory the pockets. To compute shape descriptor Z-scores, the means and standard deviations of the descriptors here taken from the 67 proteins in the SURFNET/CAST data set. For clustering, the penalty score given by eq 3 was used. Again, no sequence or structural alignment of pockets was necessary. Clustering of the complete pocket trees of two or more proteins in a family proceeds by comparing pairwise pocket distances and by connecting pocket pairs with an edge, if their similarity rises above some threshold. As each edge is added to the clustering, the residue overlap (ignoring residue order) of each distinct cluster was computed, along with how many structures have a pocket in that cluster. We search this output for clusters that have pockets representing all structures and that have the highest residue overlap score otherwise. Each pocket in the cluster is then examined to see if it corresponds to the ligand binding site. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The total number of connections used, up to the point where that cluster is created, is also reported.
Analysis of 8 of the 13 families are complete successes; the cluster with at least one pocket from each structure with the highest residue overlap contains pockets representing each individual binding site. Though the residue overlap scores may not seem high, considering that mutations and size variation among pockets will affect this score, they are reasonable in the successful cases. In these cases, we presume the shape and the enzymatic activity are linked and note that the relatively simple scoring system of finding the cluster with at least one pocket from each structure with the highest residue overlap is sufficient to identify the binding sites for all such structures. An example is shown for the phosphoglycerate mutase family, the clusters formed at the threshold indicated in Table 1 are shown in Figure 7 . The cluster with one pocket from each of the four structures is in the middle top and is colored red since it is conserved. The other red cluster to the right is a slightly larger site that is not represented in all structures at this clustering threshold, and the one to the left is a conserved site between domains only present in two of the four structures. The cases where this simple scoring scheme fails to identify a cluster of active site pockets were examined further. In the set of 10 serine/threonine kinases, no cluster with a nonzero overlap score containing pockets from all 10 structures existed, and the highest scoring cluster with 9 structures represented was not the binding site. The highest scoring cluster with four structures represented does, indeed, contain the binding sites from those structures and has a residue overlap of 0.487. Further examination of the structures shows that the ones found represent an open conformation of the binding site, leading to a wide mouthed but similarly shaped pocket in those four structures. Other structures in the set of 10 for this enzyme class have a more closed conformation of the binding site, leading to a very different pocket with a much smaller mouth. So these would not show up in a clustering scheme based on shape, even though they do cluster together when the residue type and position and the known binding site location are the basis of the clustering. 35 The class of tyrosine kinases is represented by only two structures in this data set. The highest overlap cluster found only contains one binding site, clustered with a similarly shaped cleft in the other structure. As there are only two structures in this cluster, these small clusters of just two pockets are very common and drown out possible clusters, where many similar pockets all cluster together that have lower residue overlap due to size differences. Also, the binding site shapes of these two structures are somewhat different, while both bind in a cleft with an open mouth, one structure has two very deep lobes that extend beyond the volume taken up by the ligand, and the other structure has much less volume below the ligand and has no lobes. So, while CLIPPERS and the simple scoring scheme fail to identify the binding site here, this is not unreasonable as the binding site is not similarly shaped.
Methionine γ-lyase has only two structures in this data set, a cluster is found containing perfect residue overlap between eight residues, however, this is not the binding site cluster. The D-xylose isomerase has many more structures, but again, suffers a similar result, the highest residue overlap cluster is not the binding site. Both these classes share some features. They have multiple binding sites per structure, their ligands are small, and their binding sites are very deep and limited to just the volume near the ligand. In the methionine γ-lyase structures, the probe radius of 1.2 Å used appears to be a bit small and some of the ligand is inside the surface, this is possible where the surrounding protein is packed very closely to many parts of the ligand. Having multiple binding sites per structure and having those binding sites be very small bottleneck pockets means they will be penalized highly by our redundancy clustering scheme.
The class of D-glutamate ligase MurD contains five structures, and the cluster with the most overlap is a conserved shallow dimple on the surface. The cluster ranked third by residue overlap contains the five correct binding site pockets in a cluster of size 54 but with a low residue overlap of 0.211. Since there are 54 pockets in this cluster, and they are of variable size, the union of their residue counts is from the largest pocket, while the intersection of the residue counts is from the smallest pocket, accounting for the very low overlap score.
Overall, while other methods can completely cluster these classes correctly, 35 they have prior knowledge of the binding site location. Without binding site location, CLIPPERS correctly clusters the shapes of about two-thirds of the classes. The other classes present a challenge for any shapebased comparison. While binding and functional site location is not the major motivation for developing CLIPPERS, we note that the successes here show promise that additional methods or that a better clustering and scoring system could prove useful. Regardless, similarly shaped binding sites can be identified using the clustering and scoring system, a useful test of the pocket similarity and the redundancy formulas. PTP-1b. As a closer examination of the ability of CLIPPERS to discern differences among related conformations and bound states, four structures of PTP-1b were examined. These four structures all have bound inhibitors that exploit both the main site and the nearby secondary pocket, though the structures are in different conformations. Two structures have a closed active site: PDB codes 1PTY 81 and 1Q1M. 82 Two structures have an open active site: PDB codes 1NNY 83 and 1ONZ. 84 The four pockets are shown in Figure 8 . The open ones have higher volumes and surface areas, have bigger mouths, and have longer first principal dimensions than those of the closed sites, the other shape descriptors do not vary much. Some 31 residues were chosen that lie near any of the ligands in the structures and used to choose pockets for comparison. The table of distances is shown in Table 2 for both the standard method of picking based on the residue Tanimoto overlap and the refined Tanimoto methods. When the chosen pockets are compared, the open and closed states are discriminated according to their pocket-pocket distances, i.e., the two distances between closed pockets or between open pockets are less than any of the four open-to-closed pocket distances. When the refined Tanimoto method is used, slightly larger pockets are chosen for all four structures, indicating that the smaller pockets are less alike than the larger pockets that contain them. The fraction of apolar surface area of these pockets is between 0.3 and 0.4, confirming analysis that the PTP-1b site is not very druggable 14 and that the site is hard to search for using a formula based on finding hydrophobic concave regions.
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MDM2-p53. To additionally highlight a challenging, very open protein-peptide pocket, the MDM2-p53 interaction 85 from PDB code 1YCR was examined. By treating the p53 peptide (which consists of a single R helix) as a ligand and by the same procedure of finding nearby residues and using residue overlap to find pockets in the MDM2 protein, a representative pocket was found with 21 of the 23 nearby residues (and 3 residues not found nearby). This pocket is consistent with the original analysis, 85 it has a large surface area and volume (454 Å 2 and 682 Å 3 , respectively) and a large mouth (diameter of 23 Å) and is relatively shallow and flat (mean height of 2.3 Å, height of 7.9 Å). This pocket would be impossible to find using methods that look for bottleneck mouths.
Future Work. We present here three basic pocket finding/ analysis operations now possible with CLIPPERS: identifying all pockets, calculating pocket shape properties, and comparing pockets by shape. These three basic operations, along with the hierarchical pocket tree data structure, can be used as elements of higher level, more applied protein shape analyses. For instance, pocket shape analysis can aid in functional site location and prediction, 5 in finding druggable binding sites 14, 21, 52 or especially druggable binding spots in protein-protein interfaces, [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] in finding sites amenable to fragment-based drug design, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] and in identifying transient pockets as proteins undergo motions. The influence of pocket shape on chemical and ligand shape spaces is obviously important as well. Complete classification of protein pocket shapes can assist or provide guidance in these areas. [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] Allosteric site discovery 21, 99, 100 is another very important application for pocket analysis. The approach used for characterizing pockets could also be easily integrated with tools like multiple sequence alignment, so residue overlaps could be scored based on alignment profiles rather than on residue identity scores with a single sequence. This would be expected to improve the pocket classification of multiprotein families. CONCLUSION CLIPPERS is a new computational technique capable of cataloging all the potential pockets on a protein surface, and this cataloging is done without any tunable parameters or user intervention. CLIPPERS passes three objective tests. First, it always finds a pocket with a good residue Tanimoto score to known bound ligands in a diverse test set of proteins, giving a mean score of T ) 0.5. Second, it can reconstruct the ordering of pockets formed along a transition pathway purely from the pocket-pocket distances, as shown for the adenylate kinase transition pathway. Finally, it gives lower pocket-pocket distances within groups of similar structures than between them, as is shown with PTP-1b.
CLIPPERS provides excellent visualization and characterization of pocket shape through customized PyMOL scripts 58 and output of many shape features, including the difficult volume and mouth descriptors. CLIPPERS computes pocket-pocket distances without doing computationally expensive shape-based alignments. It can cluster pockets according to shape and uniqueness to visualize the possible interacting pockets on a set of protein surfaces. It also facilitates the discovery of neighboring pockets. Since CLIPPERS provides a complete inventory of pockets, it is especially suited to feed downstream applications that need a list of pockets as their starting point, such as docking. 
Supporting Information Available:
A movie depicting the transition of adenylate kinase is shown, pockets found along the pathway are shown colored by travel depth. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http:// pubs.acs.org.
